
                                                     
Solar PV          Your source of free electricity and government �nancial incentives          

 

 

Solar PV will provide your business with the following bene�ts 

 
 Control Rising Energy Rates  

By investing in solar energy, you can drastically reduce and in some cases eliminate your electric bill for at 
least the next 25 years. 
 

 Financial Incentives 
Given the historical growth rate of energy costs and the generous Feed in Tariffs,  the return-on-investment 
can be between 5 and 9 years depending on your location.  You will receive a Feed In Tariff payment for 
what you generate, export and the actual energy you use is completely free.  
 

 Reduce CO² Emissions 
Benefit from Carbon Tax Levy exemption and meet sustainability standards. 
 

 Marketing Your Green Initiatives 
Showing your customers you care about the environment by using renewable energy plus we can assist in 
providing a half day training on energy usage for your staff, thus helping to reduce your energy costs whilst 
making them aware of energy usage and how they can help.  
 

 Reliability & Low Maintenance 
Solar PV systems have no moving parts and require minimal maintenance. The solar PV modules are 
extremely reliable and they have warranties of up to 25 years and should keep working well beyond that. 

 

  



Every Business needs solar PV!  

We make it easy to engage in a greener future for your business, offering the following options to install 
solar PV 

1. Cash 
2. Finance  
3. Free on a Power Purchase Agreement, we install free of charge and you pay a discounted rate for 

what energy you use from the solar array. 
4. Operating Rental Agreement, no upfront costs, you receive full benefits and ownership 

Solar Partners 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are not limited to using the above products and should the case or customer require a certain make or 
manufacture we can source and supply. 

 

To receive your Solar PV quotation please  contact us with the following details 

1. Address of property 
2. Image from Google Maps with the roofs or ground outlined 
3. Annual Electricity Bill 
4. Your opening hours 
5. Is your building leased or freehold, if leased how long is left on the lease. 
6. How many Electricity MPANS do you have (how many separate accounts/bills) 
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